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What can be achieved to 
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jargon  
Procedures 

INFORMATION

Mistrust 
INEQUALITY

barriers

democracy 
transparency 

accountability













How do we engage with 
communities to develop 
this scenario? 

Do we work forward from now? 

Or do we work back from an 
imagined future?



How engaging  
is this scenario?



look & feel 
accessible 

holistic
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Don’t fuel the mistrust….



Don’t fuel the mistrust….



Don’t fuel the mistrust….



Don’t fuel the mistrust….



Don’t fuel the mistrust….

LDP preferred options



Scottish public authorities are required to  
have 'due regard' to the need to  

eliminate unlawful discrimination,  
advance equality of opportunity and  

foster good relations
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How do you get 
from this …

… to this?



What do we want from 
community engagement?

Citizen 
control?

Deliberative 
democracy?

Therapy?





Where is development management? 



Where is development management? 
Where do you want it to be?



Where is development planning? 
Where do you want it to be?



Where is development planning? 
Where do you want it to be?

x



Community 
Empowerment 

(Scotland)  
Act 2015

Planning etc. 
(Scotland) 
Act 2006

+ =

How do we combine citizen control,         
the wider public interest and          

delivering development? 

How do we build public trust? 

What will the purpose of                 
community engagement be?

Planning  
(Scotland) 
Bill 2017





delivery



deliberation



community
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Remember: not everyone is a NIMBY   

They might not have enough information 
to reach a balanced judgment.  

They might not understand a complex 
system that they engage with only once. 

They might not trust us.



Remember: not everyone is a NIMBY   

Many of them might be assets, not problems. 

But some of them might be implacably 
against you, whatever you do. 



Marischal Square 
Pre-Application 

Consultation

Exhibition 
visitors

Website     
unique visitors

Written 
comments

Stage 1 
Aspirations 1,770 768 824

Stage 2 
Outline design 968 117 319

Stage 3 
Planning 

application
1,442 ? n/a
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43 representations  
to the planning application
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Create trust 

Engage genuinely 

Treat people as equals 

Be generous with information 

Be honest about your parameters
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